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A market-leading dental anatomy textbook for dental, dental hygiene, and dental assisting students,

Woelfel's Dental Anatomy focuses on anatomy of the human mouth and teeth, and is designed to

help the student understand the relationship of the teeth to one another, and to the bones, muscles,

nerves, and vessels associated with the teeth and face. This text does more than simply explain

dental anatomy; it links the anatomy to clinical practice, giving readers a stronger and more practical

understanding of tooth structure and function, morphology, anatomy, and terminology. Chapters

have been revised and reorganized into three partsâ€”Comparative Tooth Anatomy, Application of

Tooth Anatomy in Dental Practice, and Anatomic Structures of the Oral Cavityâ€”to make the

material more accessible to dental hygiene programs.The companion website offers Student

Resources for an enhanced learning experience with an interactive image bank, image labeling

exercises, and PowerPoint presentations. Instructor Resources include a test generator, an

interactive image bank, PowerPoint presentations, and answers to the book's critical thinking

questions.
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This is a very good book for students who want to learn about the anatomy of dentistry in full detail.

This book is well-written with clear and interesting diagrams making learning more easier. I couldn't

have found a better book.



Very similar to other dental anatomy books out there. If you already have one don't bother with this

one. If you are looking for one this is as good as the rest. The section on dental anomolies was

interesting.

Excellent text, a great reference and a great resource. It is written and illustrated in a little more

modern style than Wheeler's Dental Anatomy, which was what I learned from. We are using

Woelfel's a great deal in our teaching.

good book. if you need to read it for a dental class then get it, it's helpful, concise, and solid

educational textbook.

I was very pleased with my purchase. This book was brand new, and cheaper than others i had

searched for.

Other than my professor giving me homework assignments out of here I never used this book. To

me it goes too much in to detail, depending on how you learn, this book may or may not be for you.

The book it self is okay, just wasn't for me! Fast shipping!

the charts are really helpful to know the differences between all the teeth

Typical text book. Not quite what I was looking for.
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